
Automatic Cat Feeders: Keep Your Furry Friend Fed While
You’re Out Of Town

Automatic cat feeders are an excellent way to ensure that your cat’s best friend is
always fed, even when you are not present. Due to the variety of styles and features
offered, you can choose the one that is best for your cat’s requirements.

Some automatic feeders have a timer that dispenses animal’s food at set intervals,
while others allow you to control the feedings remotely using a smartphone app.
Some feeders also have voice recording capabilities, so you can leave a message
for your cat to greet them at mealtime.

Whatever your requirements, you may find an automatic cat feeder to assist you
keep your kitty fed and content while you’re gone. In this article, we’ll look at some of
the best automatic cat feeders on the market so you can select the right one for your
cat.
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1. SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder
2. Wopet Automatic Pet Feeder
3. PetSafe Simply Feed Automatic Feeder
4. Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder
5. Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder
6. PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder
7. Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet Feeder
8. Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder

1. SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder

The SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder is a great option for keeping your cat fed while
you’re away. You can be certain that other pets in the home won’t be able to access
your cat’s food because the secure feeder only unlocks with your cat’s microchip.
The feeder also has a built-in timer, allowing you to arrange your cat’s meals for the
day. This is excellent if your cat has a sensitive stomach or if you want to make sure
they are eating enough while you are away.

https://amzn.to/44z9BTD


Another great feature of the SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder is that it’s
dishwasher-safe. This facilitates cleaning the feeder, which is essential for halting the
spread of bacteria. Additionally, the feeder has a glass lid that lets you see how
much food is still inside.

Pros:

● Secure feeder that only opens for your cat’s microchip
● Built-in timer for scheduled meals
● Dishwasher-safe
● Clear lid for easy food monitoring

Overall, the SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder is a great option for keeping your cat
fed and safe while you’re away. It’s safe, simple to use, and dishwasher-safe.

2. Wopet Automatic Pet Feeder

The WOPET Automatic Pet Feeder is a feeder that can hold up to 6L of dry food,
and it can be programmed to dispense food up to 15 times per day. You can also use
the WOPET app to remotely control the feeder, so you can adjust feeding times or
portions on the go.

https://amzn.to/43v3pus


The following are some of the characteristics that make the WOPET Automatic
Pet Feeder an excellent choice for cat owners:

● Wi-Fi connectivity: You may remotely operate the feeder using the WOPET
app from any location in the world. This means you can adjust feeding times
or portions even if you’re not home.

● Portion control: The WOPET Automatic Pet Feeder can dispense food in
portions of 1-15 grams, so you can customize the amount of food your cat
gets each meal.

● Voice recording: You can record a short message to play for your cat when
the feeder dispenses food. This is a wonderful method to express your
concern for your cat.

● Dual power supply: You don’t have to be concerned about the WOPET
Automatic Pet Feeder running out of power during a power outage because it
can be operated by either AC or DC electricity.

Overall, cat owners who want to make sure their furry friends are fed on time even
when they are not at home should consider the WOPET Automatic Pet Feeder.
Because it’s simple to operate, trustworthy, and offers a range of capabilities, it’s a
great option for pet owners of all skill levels.

3. PetSafe Simply Feed Automatic Feeder

The PetSafe Simply Feed Automatic Feeder is a feeder that can hold up to 24 cups
of dry or semi-moist food, and you can schedule up to 12 meals per day. The feeder
also has a slow feed option, which is perfect for pets who tend to eat too quickly.

https://amzn.to/3O16H30


The following are some of the characteristics that make the PetSafe Simply
Feed Automatic Feeder an excellent choice for cat owners:

● 12 meal scheduling: You can plan up to 12 meals each day to ensure that
your cat is always fed at the same time.

● Slow feed option: This option is perfect for pets who tend to eat too quickly. It
dispenses meals larger than 1/8 cup a little at a time over 15 minutes.

● Portion control: Each serving of food can be 1/8 cup, 1/4 cup, 1/2 cup, or 1
cup. This helps you manage your cat’s weight and keep them healthy.

● Pet-proof design: The feeder has a pet-proof design that prevents your cat
from sneaking food out of the feeder.

● Easy to use: The feeder is simple to use and set up. You can program it
using the buttons on the feeder or the included remote control.

● Durable: The feeder is made from durable materials that can withstand wear
and tear.

In general, the PetSafe Simply Feed Automatic Feeder is a fantastic choice for cat
owners who want to ensure that their furry pet is fed on schedule even while they are
not at home. It is a fantastic option for cat owners because of its adaptability,
durability, and simplicity of use.

4. Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder

For pet owners who want to make sure their furry friends are fed on time even while
they are away from home, the Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder is a fantastic
alternative. This feeder has several qualities that make it a popular pick,
including as:

● Flexible meal scheduling: The feeder can be programmed to deliver food up
to four times per day, with the quantity sizes for each meal being adjusted.
You can relax knowing that no matter what time of day it is, your cat will
always have a fresh food ready for them.

https://amzn.to/3O5HgwW


● Portion control: The Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder allows you to dispense
food in portions of 1-20 grams, so you can be sure that your cat is getting the
right amount to eat. This is especially important for cats with special dietary
needs.

● Voice recording: You can record a short message to play for your cat when
they’re eating, which can help to keep them company and make them feel
less alone.

● Anti-clog design: The feeder’s anti-clog design helps to prevent food from
getting stuck, which can save you time and frustration.

● Dual power supply: You can use the feeder even if there is a power outage
because it may be powered by either AC or DC.

Overall, the Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder is a great option for pet owners who want
to provide their furry friends with a healthy and consistent diet, even when they’re not
home. It’s a fantastic option for any cat owner because it’s simple to use, adaptable,
and reliable.

5. Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder

The Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder is a great option for pet owners who want to
make sure their furry friends are fed on time. This feeder has a number of features
that make it stand out from the competition, including:

● A large capacity: The Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder has a capacity of up to
5 litres, or enough dry food to feed most cats for a few days. This means that
even if you are gone for a long weekend, you won’t need to bother about
frequently replenishing the feeder.

● A customizable feeding schedule: You can set the Petlibro Automatic Cat
Feeder to dispense food at specific times throughout the day, up to 6 meals
per day. This is a great technique to guarantee that your cat gets the right
amount of food at the right times even if you have a busy schedule.

https://amzn.to/3K7eRpp


● A voice recording feature: The Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder also has a
voice recording feature that allows you to record a 10-second message to
play for your cat when they’re eating. This is a fantastic method to express
your concern for your cat even while you’re not home.

● A built-in safety sensor: The Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder has a built-in
safety sensor that prevents food from being dispensed if the feeder is tipped
over. This helps to prevent accidents and keeps your cat safe.

In addition to these features, the Petlibro Automatic Cat Feeder is also made from
high-quality materials and is easy to clean. It’s a fantastic option for pet owners
looking for a dependable and user-friendly automatic cat feeder.

6. PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder

The PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder can dispense up to 5 meals per day, so you
can schedule your cat’s meals to coincide with your work schedule or vacation plans.
The feeder also has a built-in timer, so you can control the exact time each meal is
dispensed.

Another great feature of the PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder is that it allows you to
control portion sizes. This is useful for cats on a diet or who require smaller meals
throughout the day. The feeder also has a slow feed option, which can help to
prevent cats from overeating.

The PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder is easy to use and set up. You can clearly
read the time and settings on the feeder’s clear LCD display. The feeder also comes
with a 1-year warranty, ensuring that it is covered by PetSafe’s quality guarantee.

Here are some of the pros and cons of the PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder:

Pros:

● Can dispense up to 5 meals per day

https://amzn.to/3K9XsMF


● Built-in timer
● Controls portion sizes
● Slow feed option
● Easy to use and set up
● 1-year warranty

Overall, the PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder is an excellent choice for cat owners
who wish to feed their cat pet while they are away. This feeder is easy to use,
reliable, and backed by a warranty.

7. Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet Feeder

The Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet Feeder can be programmed to
dispense up to 3 meals a day, with portion sizes set in advance by you. By doing
this, you may reduce the expenditures and health hazards associated with
overfeeding your cat while also making it simple to maintain a consistent diet.

The C3000 has a unique feed mechanism that ensures accurate and consistent
meal sizes, from 10 grams (2 teaspoons) upwards. You can be confident that your
cat is getting enough food no matter how many meals he or she has planned.

The feeder also features a secure snap-lock lid and patented self-closing feed nozzle
to prevent your cat from getting to the food before the scheduled time. This is
especially important if you have a hungry cat who might try to sneak a snack!

The C3000 can hold up to 3 kilograms of dry food, which is enough to feed most cats
for about a month. This means that even if you go away for a few days, you won’t
have to refill the feeder too often.

The feeder is also easy to clean, with a dishwasher-proof bowl, hopper, lid, nozzle,
and feed screw. This makes it easy to keep the feeder sanitary and free of bacteria.

https://amzn.to/3XY0wkR


Here are some of the pros of the Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet
Feeder:

Pros:

● Programmable to dispense up to 3 meals a day
● Accurate and consistent meal sizes
● Secure snap-lock lid and patented self-closing feed nozzle
● Holds up to 3 kilograms of dry food
● Easy to clean

Overall, the Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet Feeder is a great option for pet
owners who want to keep their cats fed on time, even when they’re not home. It’s
simple to operate, accurate, and secure, and it can store enough food for a month.

8. Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder

The Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder can hold up to 5 meals, each of which
can be programmed to dispense at a specific time. This ensures that even when
you’re not home, your cat will always have a fresh food ready for them.

The Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder is also designed to keep food fresh. The
included ice packs help to keep wet food cool, and the close-fitting lid helps to
prevent kibble from drying out. This guarantees that your cat will always have access
to wholesome food, even if you aren’t there to prepare it for them.

Another great feature of the Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder is that it is easy
to use. The digital timer is simple to program, and the feeder is easy to clean. This
means you can set up the feeder and leave it alone, knowing your cat will be well-fed
while you’re away.

The Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder is a terrific choice if you’re searching for
an automatic cat feeder that is dependable, simple to operate, and keeps food fresh.

https://amzn.to/44TAGRb


Here are some of the pros and cons of the Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet
Feeder:

Pros:

● Can hold up to 5 meals
● Digital timer with easy-to-use interface
● Included ice packs help keep wet food cool
● Close-fitting lid helps prevent kibble from drying out
● Easy to clean

Overall, the Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder is an excellent choice for pet
owners who must leave their cats alone for long periods of time. It is reliable, easy to
use, and keeps food fresh. If you’re looking for an automatic cat feeder, I highly
recommend the Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder.

Conclusion:

There are several excellent cat feeders automatic available to ensure your pet is fed
and cared for while you’re away. The SureFeed Microchip Pet Feeder offers secure
access for your cat’s microchip and has a built-in timer. The Wopet Automatic Pet
Feeder provides Wi-Fi connectivity, portion control, and voice recording features.
The PetSafe Simply Feed Automatic Feeder offers a large capacity, slow feed option,
and customizable scheduling. The Iseebiz Automatic Cat Feeder offers flexible meal
scheduling, portion control, and a voice recording feature. The Petlibro Automatic
Cat Feeder has a large capacity, customizable feeding schedule, and voice
recording capability. The PetSafe 5-Meal Automatic Feeder allows for up to 5 meals
per day and offers portion control. The Cat Mate C3000 Automatic Dry Food Pet
Feeder provides accurate portion sizes, secure access, and a large food capacity.
Finally, the Cat Mate Automatic Digital Pet Feeder offers programmable meal times,
food freshness features, and ease of use. Consider your cat’s specific needs and
your preferences to choose the best automatic cat feeder for your furry friend.



Note: This blog post was originally published on Yipblog
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